
 

HIGHLIGHTS
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• Operators and players choose the Max Win Limit - 69,000x (default) or 10,000x

• Bonus Buy prices may vary based on which Max Win Limit is selected

• A Higher Max Win Cap allows for a massive increase in Max Win potential

• A Lower Max Win Cap boosts the frequency of features with lower volatility gameplay

Introducing Nolimit Cap!
‘Nolimit Cap’ is a new Nolimit City feature that allows operators aswell 
as the players to choose the Max Win Limit of Kenneth Must Die. 

Play Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0dF2tW4oUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0dF2tW4oUo


HOW IT WORKS
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10,000x Max Win

When the Nolimit Cap is disabled, 
Max Win is capped at 10,000x, this 
boosts the frequency of triggering 
exciting features such as:

- xBet®

- xNudge®

- xWays®

- xHole™

This is due to the fact that there is a 
lower volatility within this lower Max 
Win version.

69,000x Max Win

When the Nolimit Cap is enabled, 
the Max Win is capped at 69,000x 
(the default setting of the game) 
whilst maintaining a normal 
frequency of triggering features.

This is due to the fact that the 
volatility of the game remains 
standard.



FAQs
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Why Nolimit Cap?
Choose your Max Win! Nolimit Cap allows players to enjoy our slots in 

different ways. They can opt for a lower max win with increased chances to 

land our xMechanic features or opt for a higher max win for a more volatile 

experience. We’ve also kept operators in mind. Operators can enable, lock or 

disable this feature at their own discretion. 

Do we need to do any extra work?
No! ‘Nolimit Cap’ does not require any additional work on your end. Nolimit 

Cap will be enabled by default and everything will be enabled on our side - 

unless you wish to opt out.

Can we disable the feature?
Yes, upon request this feature can be disabled or operators may run one 

setting of the Nolimit Cap if they wish. Will all games have Nolimit Cap?
Not at first. We will start with Kenneth Must Die and if the response to this 

feature is positive, we will review and plan accordingly.

What about Bet Limits?
Bet limits are adjusted according to the Max Exposure of operators and any 

jurisdictional requirements, depending on the Nolimit Cap setting chosen. Respective 

to the Max Exposure rule, the bet-levels will increase or decrease accordingly.


